In this paper, a novel method for pitch estimation of stereophonic mixtures is presented, and it is investigated how the performance is affected by the pan parameters of the individual signals of the mixture. The method is based on a signal model that takes into account a stereophonic mixture created by mixing multiple individual channels with different pan parameters, and is hence suited for use in automatic music transcription, source separation and classification systems. Panning is done using both amplitude differences and delays. The performance of the estimator is compared to one single-channel, two multi-channel and one multi-pitch estimator using synthetic and real signals. Experiments show that the proposed method is able to correctly estimate the pitches of a mixture of three real signals when they are separated by more than 25 degrees.
INTRODUCTION
Pitch is an important feature of harmonic signals, such as short segments of music and speech. It is related to the fundamental frequency, which is the reciprocal of the period of a harmonic signal. Pitch estimation has applications in problems such as separation [1] , enhancement [2] , compression [3] , modification [4] , transcription [5] , classification [6] , time-delay estimation [7] and source localization [8] .
Many pitch estimation methods exist, i.e., non-parametric methods based on autocorrelation [9, 10] , the average magnitude difference function (AMDF) [11] and the harmonic product spectrum [12] . A drawback of these methods is that they can not distinguish between the fundamental pitch period and multiples of it, and they exhibit poor performance under noisy conditions. Another significant group of methods consists of statistical parametric methods, such as maxi- mum likelihood (ML) [12] . These methods are based on parametric descriptions of the signals that we wish to analyze. It is worth noting that a lot of material, in particular music, is available in stereo. Therefore, exploiting this multi-channel property, multi-channel pitch estimation is interesting. One such method based on a multi-microphone periodicity function (MPF) is presented in [13] , while a multi-microphone maximum a posteriori (MAP) approach is taken in [14] . A multi-channel maximum likelihood (MC ML) pitch estimator, which allows for different conditions in the channels is presented in [15] , and a collection of statistical, parametric methods are presented in [16] .
Pitch estimation is useful when analyzing musical performances. To the authors' knowledge no parametric method exists that exploit the channel pan parameters of stereophonic mixtures to obtain pitch estimates. A stereophonic mixture is created in recording studios by mixing several stereophonic signals. Each of these signals might have different mixing parameters, such as panning and equalization. In this paper, we take a closer look at mixtures composed of amplitude and delay panned signals. Amplitude panning is a frequently used virtual source positioning technique, where different gains are applied to the individual channels of a signal. The perception of direction is dependent on these gain factors [17] . A time delay can be added to one of the channels of the signal to enhance the spatial quality of the signal and to add depth [18] . If a signal is delayed by more than 1 ms in a stereo setup, the perceived direction of the source is determined mostly by the signal which arrives first [19] . According to [18] , the spatial quality of a signal is enhanced by using delays in the 12 to 40 ms range. The effect is called the Haas effect [20] . The idea of separating sources from a multi-channel mixture is used within the source separation [21] and array processing [22] research communities but it has, to the knowledge of the authors, not been applied within the area of pitch estimation and its application in, for example, music transcription.
In this paper, we propose a pitch estimation method for such stereophonic mixtures. In this work, these mixtures are assumed to be created by mixing several stereophonic channels with known pan parameters. The method is based on the ML principle, where each signal is modeled as a sum of delayed and attenuated sinusoids. The aim of the work pre-sented in this paper is to estimate the pitches of the individual signals that constitute a stereophonic mixture, when the mixing parameters, i.e., the amplitude and delay pan parameters, of the signals are known. It should be noted that in this work we consider finding the pan parameters a separate problem.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the signal model is introduced. The proposed pitch estimator is described in Section 3. The experimental setup and results are presented in Section 4, and the work is concluded in Section 5.
SIGNAL MODEL
We now introduce the signal model and assumptions. Consider a K-channel mixture, where the data in channel k at time n can be represented by the snapshot x k (n) ∈ C N , i.e.,
We assume that the snapshot (1) is composed of M sources spatially enhanced by amplitude and delay panning. An example of an amplitude pan law that could be applied in a stereophonic mix, i.e., K = 2, is [23] 
where k = 0 and k = 1 denote the signals at the left and right loudspeaker, respectively, and θ m is the angle between the pan direction and the left loudspeaker for the mth source. The aperture of the speakers is 90
• , resulting in equal amplitudes for θ m = 45
• , while only one channel will be active when θ m = 0
• or θ m = 90
• . As previously mentioned, delays can be used to enhance the spatial perception [19, 18] . We model the kth channel as a linear superposition of M attenuated and delayed sources, corrupted by noise e k,m (n), at time n i.e.,
where m = 0, . . . , M − 1, and 
where (N −1) ] T , and G(k, m) is a diagonal matrix, i.e.,
Assuming that Q k,m is invertible, the likelihood function of (4) can be written as [16, 15] 
If the deterministic part of the signal is stationary, and e k,m (n) is independent and identically distributed over n and k, the likelihood of the observed set of vectors {x k (n)} can be written as
If the noise e k,m (n) is white, but with different variance in each channel, i.e, Q k,m = σ 2 k,m I, (5) can be written as
and the log-likelihood is ln p(
2 , which for all channels is
PROPOSED METHOD
We will now derive the proposed pitch estimator. To do this, the log-likelihood (6) is maximized wrt. the parameters that we wish to estimate. The noise variance σ signal are shared among all channels. First the log-likelihood (6) is differentiated wrt. the complex amplitudes a m , and we equate with zero to obtain the amplitude estimateŝ
The amplitude estimates in (7) can be used to form a noise estimate for n = 0, . . . , N − 1. If (6) is differentiated wrt. the noise variance on sensor k, and equated to zero, we can solve for the variance, withê k,m (n) = x k (n)−Z m (n)G(k, m)â m , resulting in the noise variance estimatê
Combining (6) and (8) results in the concentrated loglikelihood for all n and k
The maximum likelihood estimator for the pitch of the mth signal can then be stated aŝ
where Ω 0,m is a set of fundamental frequencies. It should be noted that the pan parameters can be found by adding search dimensions to the above estimator. This is not done here, but it could be exploited that the pan parameters are usually fixed for longer periods of time. 
EXPERIMENTS
We now present the experimental evaluation of the proposed pitch estimator, which has been compared to a single-channel auto-correlation-based method, namely YIN [10] , the multichannel MPF method in [13] and finally the multi-channel ML pitch estimator in [15] . In the evaluation of the proposed method the pan parameters are assumed to be known, and the objective is to see how these pan parameters influence the performance of the pitch estimator. A stereophonic mixture, i.e. K = 2, consisting of M = 2 synthetic signals, s 0 and s 1 , with fundamental frequencies f 0,0 = 440 Hz and f 0,1 = 494 Hz have been used for the evaluation. Three experiments were conducted using synthetic signals, to assess the performance of the proposed method. In the experiments the pitches of the signals are estimated for 10 different pan settings. 200 Monte-Carlo simulations were performed for each setting. In the first setting two synthetic signals are positioned in the middle of the scene. For each of the following settings, the signals are panned away form the center. The amplitude pan law (2) [23] is used. For all three experiments the mixture was analyzed using non-overlapping frames of length N = 200 samples, which corresponds to 25 ms at a sampling frequency of 8 kHz, and the results are generated by estimating the pitch in all frames for each setting, and averaging the resulting estimates. The true values are plotted for comparison.
In the first experiment only amplitude panning was applied to the signals, i.e., τ k,m = 0 for all k and m. The single-channel YIN method estimates the pitch for each of the K channels of the mixture, while the MPF and MC MLE methods operate on the multichannel mixture. The results show convergence towards the true pitches at smaller separation angles for the proposed method, compared to the other methods. The results are shown in Figure 1 . In the second experiment delay panning was used, i.e. which in turn means that g k are all equal. Delays were added to the attenuated channel of each signal, varying from 0 ms to 40 ms. In this experiment, none of the methods to which the proposed method is compared give the true values on average. The signal model allows for different delays τ k,m , which is why this result is expected. The results are shown in Figure  2 . In the third experiment a combination of amplitude and delay panning were used. The gains g k for each signal were varied as in the first experiment, and the delays τ m,k were varied as in the second experiment. In this experiment, the results are similar to the results of the first experiment, only more pronounced. The results are shown in Figure 3 . The proposed method is also evaluated using a mixture of three trumpet signals with vibrato, played fortissimo (very loud) 1 . The tones played are A4 (≈ 440 Hz), B4 (≈ 494 Hz) and Db5 (≈ 554 Hz). The fundamental frequencies of the signals are estimated jointly together with the model order using the ANLS method in [16] for comparison, since no ground truth pitches values are available. White Gaussian noise is added to result in an SNR of 20 dB, and the mixture is downsampled from 44.1 kHz to 8 kHz, and converted to a complex signal using the Hilbert transform. A spectrogram of the mixture and the pitch tracks of each signal are shown in Figure  4 . The mixture is processed in frames of length N = 200 samples, and two of the signals are panned to the sides with a separation angle of 50
• , while the third signal is in the center. The proposed method is compared to the MIRtoolbox [24] implementation of the enhanced summary autocorrelation function (ESACF) presented in [25] . The pitch estimates are shown in Figure 5 . As the figure shows, the pitch estimates of the proposed estimator are closer to the ANLS estimates than the ESACF estimator. It is worth noting that the proposed method seems to work well, even though the signal model of the proposed method does not model the vibrato of the trumpet. 1 Can be downloaded at http://theremin.music.uiowa.edu. 
DISCUSSION
In this paper, a novel method for pitch estimation of stereophonic mixtures has been proposed. The method is based on a maximum-likelihood approach, where a mixture is described using a parametric model, taking amplitude and delay pan parameters into account. Simulations show that the proposed method outperforms the single-channel, multi-channel and multi-pitch methods to which it is compared. An application of the proposed method could be to investigate pan method and settings in recorded mixtures. The method could also be used in transcription and separation systems. As future work it would be interesting to look at joint estimation of the pan parameters and the pitch, since it could be exploited that the pan parameters are stationary for longer periods of time. It would also be interesting to investigate the current noise assumptions, and to extend the current method to allow multiple pitches in the signals that consitute a mixture.
